
Rug
A decorative rug can completely 
transform any space. Bringing in one 
with an interesting print and neutral 
colors that will go with anything is 
a great way to revamp a room!

$799 at Ashley HomeStore.

Artisan Geode Bowl
These gorgeous bowls add 
varying shades and textures to 
any space. A great focal piece 
for any coffee or console table! 

$224 at Merchant House Interiors.

Decorative Throw Pillows
Adding new throw pillows to any space 
within your home is such an easy way 
to recreate the look! I like rotating 
different pillows each season and 
arranging them in different ways.

Assorted pillows starting at $79 
at Four States Furniture.

Teak Love Symbol Hand
I like finding unique pieces and 
incorporating them into my décor! 
They can often serve as a great 
conversation starter for guests. 
Couldn’t we all use a reminder 
to love a little more each day?

$69 at Merchant House Interiors.

Lamps
A lamp is great for adding additional mood 
lighting to any room. You can mix and 
match different ones for a unique look. 
Experiment with having them in different 
locations to see what best fits your vision.

Starting at $59 at Kirkland’s.

Customizable Frame
If you’re like me, you’re guilty of 
allowing your photos to live only on 
your smartphone. I encourage you to 
print some out and place one of them 
in a frame like this one that can be 
customized with anything you like!

$29 at Fan Fare Gifts.

Mirrored Trays
Trays of all shapes, sizes and materials 
are one of my favorite décor pieces to add 
to a space. They can easily be moved to 
different locations and styled in various 
ways. Mirrored trays are especially 
handy for adding interest to an area.

$19.99 at target.com.

Candles and Reed Diffusers
Great for setting the mood for 
spring with fragrance! Capri Blue’s 
Volcano is one of my favorite scents.

Starting at $9 available at 
Dreidel Home + Sundry. 
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Spring Home Refresh
There is just something about the weather warming up and flowers blooming in spring that makes everything feel 
fresh and new! We often hear the phrase “spring cleaning.” It is a time when many people reorganize, clean and get 
rid of things around their homes. It is also a great time to give your home décor a refresh! You can take things you 
already have and move them into new places, add a few new pieces and you have a whole new mood to your space!
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